
Attendance:
Małgorzata (MK), Helene(H), Marcin(MR), Vera(V), ShuTing(S), Luuk(L)

1. Discussion on 'C-COD duties and recommendations' document 

H: Can we draw out the no. of FTE's to do C-COD work from slide 11
MK: we could try ...
V: but the C-COD isn't just the work on the dashboard - there are other things
that we also do.
H: yes, we need to make it clear that not all the workload is reflected in this metric.
we will need to evaluate the man power needed for the dashboard.  Weekly meetings,
improvement in procedures, etc.

H: We need to assess how the animation role can be carried over after EGEEIII
Action: We could ask, in prep. for EGEE09, in advance, to the CIC-on-duty mailing list, including 
OAT on if they have any specific feedback esp. from ROD teams. 

V: we need to make sure that C-COD doesn't become alienated from the overall ROD model.  
H: good to start discussions with the RODs, and have disucssions and feedback.  There
are several roles for C-COD, and the RODs need to understand them and work with them.
It would be good to get discussions started with RODs already - could someone start the ball
rolling?r

MR: Likes the idea of C-COD being a team working together with ROD - and we could think about 
how to create better communication tools, with the RODs. 
Marcin will send more feedback tomorrow as he is part of EGI proposals.
H: to stress out the animation role, when we have EGI
MR:  about 40 teams (ROD) when EGI starts, and C-COD can act as the glue for them.
H: the Forum of NGIs - ROD teams - must exist.  Can forsee a lot of needs, technical,
etc.  Need to refine and define the type of interaction that we have, and that we need to
establish.  If the NGI team is integrated in a larger forum, then we need to see that C-COD
is represented in there.
MR: If we don't have C-COD as a representative, how does this work?
H: Forum of ROD teams will be a subset of the Forum of NGIs, and needs to survive.
People need to understand the need for the existence of the ROD Forums.
V: one meeting is too few and 4 maybe too many, but we need to have F2F meetings.
H: need to consider the scale of 40 NGIs too ...H

In summary: animation role (C-COD) is the least defined in the EGI era - is currently a snap
shot of what happens now -  a mix of C-COD tasks and old COD activity.  We need to make it
clear to people what the current situation is, and what is the recommendation subsequently
for EGI.  One way of dealing with that:

• Vera will trigger discussion via ROD teams
•  Marcin will take point 3, and for each sub item try to assess who is involved in these 

tasks in old COD activity.  
• Put it into a table, and state that in future, in the EGI, a forum for this activity could 

involve these tasks.



2. Official Metrics for C-COD and RODs (Marcin)

H: needs info. to create the graphics manually for now and asses how these are extracted, and then 
displayed in the operations portal. 
slides 4, 6 and 8 are descriptions of the metrics, tallied in slide 11.s

MR: What can we derive from the quality metrics - there can be a need to
close alarms that are not in an OK state (ie. when in downtime)
MR: Cannot really compare the number of alarms with reliability because it's related
to the size of the site.t

H: there are federations that are under/over average, and can we draw conclusions from
this?
MR: sometimes the C-COD metric doesn't reflect what is in the dashboard.
H: Will check with Cyril to make sure that all that all items in slide 2 IS reflected
in the C-Cod workload.
MR: we just need to make sure that the metrics are sync. with what is in the dashboard.M

H: what sort of conclusions can we get out of the graph (11)
MR: the quality is not really a good reflection, particularly if the statics are low.
H: if we try to deal with this over a longer time period - would it be useful?  What are
we actually looking for?
MR: we can think of a threshhold for the metric, and if a region falls below the
threshold, then we could ask them WHY they are closing so many alarms in a NOT OK status.
H: we need ot define this then.H

L: The trend is important - so the trend should go towards 1 - and not down. 
H: Agrees, but we don't have enough statistics yet.H

MR - we could turn off the ability to switch off alarms in an NON-OK status. (Discussed
with Dimitri.)
H: this could be discussed at a later point.
H: Asked Malgorzata and Marcin to enter this into POLE1 wiki.H

We will extract the C-COD wiki from the POLE1 area.W

H: If we can assume that the figures on the table in (11) are correct, what sort of
conclusions can we draw from these?
V: The figures in 11 are hard to correlate
H: will not publish figures yet - but rather by September. But we have a figure which gives an 
indication of workload.i

How do we assess the workload?  Is it a total number of tasks sent to C-COD.
MR: we will need to weight it wrt no. of sites.
H: conclude that we could present it as no. of items/no. of sites?
Rod metrics?  Might be difficult as all regions have implemented the work in different ways.
What are we looking for?
MR: maybe an overview of the amount of work done by ROD.  However, if we have 1st line
support separately from ROD, then the numbers are different.

In summary: 
• Helene will check with Cyril to make sure that all that all items in slide 2 IS reflected in 



the C-Cod workload.
• MK will put into pole1 wiki idea to turn off the ability to switch off alarms in an NON-

OK status
• All: to look at the document again and send to Helene feedback. (it was impossible 

before the meeting because people without Msoffice couldn't see the graphs  )b

3. Knowledge Base Questionnaire Summary  (ShuTing)
Presentation at: 
http://docs.google.com/fileview?
id=0BzDHXqnBhhX3N2I2ODAwNjMtYjQyOS00NGE3LWIxNDMtY2ZiNDZmNzliYmM1&hl=z
h_TWh

H: People are definitely interested - most a passive, and are waiting for things to
develop. Would like to know what the conclusions are of what can be put into place alongside
and beyond EGEEIII.a

S: we will work on the improvements - and will implement the wish lists first.
H: If this becomes a complete work plan, does AP have the man power to do this?
S: Once a work plan in put together, after discussion in Taiwan, this info can be put
forward to the group.f

H: we need to be very clear on the difference in the use of the GOC wiki and the Best
Practices wiki.  It seems clear that the Best Practices should be for Operations teams (ROD)
for how to best do daily operations, ie. working habits.  The knowledge sharing should be
detailed solutions for specific problems to do with general problems. There needs to be very
clear guidelines about each of these two tools and how to make best use of them.  (This
should be referenced in both places.)s

H: It would be good to also find volunteers for this work if needed.

In summary: 
• S: will create workplan and check if they need  man power
• we need Best Practices wiki for operations issues and GOC wiki for techinical 

inctructions

4. Preparation for EGEE09

We only have 2 hours!W

Plan: 
• Summary of pole1, metrics and tasks
• Summary of pole2
• Summary of the dashboard etc.
• Feedback of new federationsF

Pole work will probably have to be done in the coffee breaks. 
Next meeting would then be end of January.N

In summary: 
• MK: to make sure that new federations will prepare feedbacks.



5. AOBA

Helene on vacation for next 2 weeks.

Next meeting 10.09.2009 9:oo.


